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CASHFLOW & LEVERAGE

Introduction
Cashflow and leveraging are two closely related phenomena in the

course of every man’s economic activity. They both connote an end that
must be employed in fast tracking one’s financial literacy program. Never a
time in human history, is there such a pressing need for transition from
“accountancy to financial empowerment via a well-packed financial
educational system”. No doubt we have in place in this country an excellent
educational system that delivers both formal and technical education. Yet,
the need of the hour is a system of education that not only enlightens, but
also prepares one adequately to be able to match the current challenges
around us.

In this book we are going to be examining the various streams of
incomes; generational components; and the challenges either besetting or
promoting their sources of income. Similarly, this book will also concern
itself on methods, principles and precepts that may enable anyone maximize
the generation of higher volume of income from those stated sources.
However, on the contrary we shall seek to promote better sources of income
generation as particular with the demand of the information age.

Quotes
“Financial intelligence is defined as NOT the ability to make so much

money; but how much is kept, how hard that money works for you, and for
how many generation you can keep it”.

“The key to financial freedom through the power of leverage is in
financial literacy – which begins with the understanding of the words and
number system of capitalism”

The above is culled from Rich Dad’s cashflow Quadrant – A guide to
financial freedom by Robert Kiyosaki with Sharom L. Lechter C.P.A.
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CHAPTER ONE

“The Game Of Money”

The subject of money is such a volatile one that it rips off controversy
wherever it is discussed. This is as a result of different perspective on this all
important subject. Nevertheless, the subject of money has been overtly
neglected in the curriculum of our school system and covertly distorted in
the technical education system. In some circles, money is not seen as a game,
but as an absurd entity that must be handled with kid’s glove. Little wonder,
on the Local and International Scene, monetisation policies of most
government of the world has made little and sometimes created adverse
impact on the populace. In this country, we could still recall the structural
adjustment programmes (SAP), adopted under the General Ibrahim
Badamosi Babangida (IBB) tenure. Just as monetary policies are sine qua
non to the economic prosperity of a nation; the manure in which this policies
are devised, churned out, and implemented are enough proof that we are not
yet abreast with the technicalities of “money game”. As usual, every game is
played with some set of rules guiding it alongside officials such as referees,
umpires, lines men etc. It is either a frustrating experience if you don’t abide
by the rules and regulations or an exhilarating experience when you
appreciate the importance of the modus operandi running the affairs of the
game. Thus, we begin to appreciate the power of money, and an
understanding of how to use that power. When we can play the game of
money wisely, then most of the tension and compression that follows
(money talks) would have been doused by our new perspectives and
understanding. The problem with this school of thought is that by referring
to financial statements and investment plans as a “game of money”, we tend
to over-simplify it. This is achieved by stemming the tide of the emotional
pressure people get when they get into the field of “financial practical”.
Hence, many people would not like to perceive the money talk as a mere
game, because of the xxxxxxxxxxxxxx emotional string linking the thought
pattern of a man’s heart with the availability and use of money. Nevertheless,
I am of the opinion that these emotional hiccups are unwarranted and
hypertensive. In that it is our lack of adequate and accurate financial
education that has kept most of us in the dark, as par the subject of money.
At most, many citizens of this great nation rely on Newspaper, Radio and
television, the opinions of fellow countrymen to serve as their financial
bifocals. No wonder the game of money sends cold chill down the Spin of
the average investor. However, the pace of global economy and the
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innovation razing the business and financial world will not permit such an
orthodox, pre-meditated attitude toward the subject of money. In today’s fast
changing world, you have to develop your own Financial Intelligent
Quotient (FIQ); In some vein; rid your subconscious mind of financial
information that have been handed down from home; classroom; the mass
media and the electronics media especially if this information are outdated
and malfunctional in the present system midwifed by the information age
technologies.

Why position the subject of money in the class of games? Money
seems to generate active emotional involvement than other games such as
soccer, basket ball etc. which are known to generate a passive emotional
interest. The concept of “playing” with your money is closely akin to the
gambling table. But the difference in this case is that gambling is carried out
with a mind-set of one counting on some ward of luck and plays for time.
Similarly, in the field of investing and practical business formulas, if you
don’t play the game well, you lose, and your opponent takes all your money.
The major difference between the two scenarios described above is that
when you begin to see the game of money as it should be, you have adequate
skill to survive as either a winner or a loser. Gambling makes the loser look
stupid and defected, whereas playing the game of money smartly as we shall
view it here, increases your financial intelligence even when you lose. From
the preceding statement, you can begin to appreciate the fun involved in
playing the “game of money”. The moment you begin to see yourself as an
active player in this race for your financial independence and status. You
inevitably take your destiny into your hands with such an intense passion;
you begin to see with your mind what ordinary eyes do not see. Playing the
game of money as a passive player will reduce your chances of success, and
may likely position you perpetually on the losing side because if you win
momentary, it might not entirely be to your advantage. Someone elsewhere
may be taking advantage of your victory, and usurping your ignorance on
the subject of money to his full benefit. Hence, it is your God-given
responsibility to get into the “action arena”, by quitting yourself as a man;
rid yourself of your fears, and learn how to position yourself on a vantage
platform, where you are emotionally neutral to winning and losing. This is
how American former president Theodore Roosevelt puts it: “I am happy
that I am actually in the ‘action arena’. So that, if I fail, I know that I failed,
while daring greatly; so that my place will not be among the cold and timid
souls who knows neither failure nor success.” This great man on whose
shoulder the destiny of a nation was anchored during the course of World
War 1 understood something very close to the art of playing the money
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game. Robert Kiyosaki said that his rich dad impressed it upon his young
mind “that failure is part of the process of success”. In the light, do not
surrender your financial prospects to fate, luck and wishes. Rather, knowing
the demand of the times, and adjusting yourself to the current trend that the
game allows will make you take advantage of every form of circumstances
that presents itself to you at any point in time as an active player in this
lovable game of money. For instance, some few years ago, Federation of
International Football Associations (FIFA) introduced the golden goal rule
into all facets of the round-leather game. It was to shorten the duration of the
extra-time; after two teams have tied at the expiration of ninety minutes of
full time. The Nigerian Olympic dream team to the Atlanta Olympics in
America in 1996 used this new rule in the game to mesmerize their opponent
and finally became victorious by taking advantage of this new rule; which
allows any side that scores first during the thirty-minutes of extra-time to
carry the day. Nowadays, such a rule no longer counts; no thanks to its
abrogation by the world soccer governing body. The rules have changed, so
also the players have adjusted themselves to playing according to this danger.
Similarly, the information age (which officially was heralded by the falling
of the Berlin wall in 1989) presented to the world a new set of rules, and
guidelines for playing the “money game”. Anyone who still expects to play
the game of money with the ideologies and philosophies of the industrial age
might not be different from a soccer player who upon scoring for its side
during the extra-time immediately commenced jubilation of victory over the
other side. Most of the difficulties encountered daily in our world today are
as a result. Our fellow countrymen who are too blind to notice that the rules
of the game of money have been modified to suit the paradigm shift in
global economic system. For example, in senior secondary school economics,
we were taught that most West African countries practise mixed economy.
In my own opinion, such information belonged to the industrial age though it
is unfortunate that our present educational system created in the industrial
age has experienced little or no adjustment to reflect this change. Nigeria for
instance is transiting drastically into a capitalist state: where most of the
means of production are controlled by the private sector. More so, most of
our people have not yet appreciated this paradigm shift. The various
loggerheads between organized labour and the government of the day is
traceable to the former hanging tightly to the system that evolved, and
sustains it while the latter has no other choice than to streamline the
economy of this great nation along the tide of change that is blowing world-
wide. Organized labour emerged and became strong during the industrial age,
and requires the industrial age methodology to remain relevant. The
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paradigm shift from industrial age to the information age is not palatable for
the sustenance of the philosophies that evolved the various labour unions.
Hence, labour has found itself in a struggle for survival simply because its
leadership have failed to tell its membership that the rule of the game has
changed! In the information age, the name of the rule of the game of money
is innovation; automation; information technology, cyberspace, etc. More of
the means of production including labour will soon become absolutely
electronic and probably automated. Hence, labour unions will be better off in
this new age; if and only if they allow their minds to see the difference
between where we are, where we are coming from, and where we are going;
and adapt ourselves favourably to take advantages of the changes. Otherwise,
labour will continue to react in frustration to the sharp lucid changes that
will proceed with the dawn of this awesome era and more of these
differences shall be treated in details in a later section of this book.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE DIFFERENT STREAMS OF INCOME

These are basically three types of income namely: (1) Earned income
(2) Passive income (3) Portfolio income

1. Earned Income: This type of income is generated by being
actively involved in the course of earning the income. Cashflow from
daytime jobs and even night-time jobs stand as an earned income. To
increase the rate of cashflow in the course of generating earned income, one
must be able to leverage everything within his disposal in order to maximize
overall output. Things to be leveraged include mental astuteness; honesty
and integrity; punctuality and timed productivity; physical cum manpower
dexterity and human relationship i.e. Intra and interpersonal relationship etc.

Merits/Arguments In Favour Of Earned Income
1. It enables one to be adequately engaged in productive work.
2. It involves the utilization of both mental and physical energy to

deliver results.
3. It creates a consistent work schedule, thereby giving one a ready-

made goal to reach out for always.
4. It gives one an opportunity for personal recognition, promotions,

accolades, etc.
5. It enables one to specialize in a particular occupation, training and job.

Demerits/Arguments against Earned Income
1. Cashflow from an earned income is limited to the availability and

presence of the worker in the job place.
2. It makes the worker essentially vulnerable to job-related accidents.
3. It is limited to a particular age bracket, hence, retirement must be

planned for; and entry age must be reached before one is qualified to have an
earned income.

4. Life-expectancy of those who depend entirely on earned income is
low.

5. It makes the work place that provides the earned income monotonous.
Sometimes fatigue sets in as a result of the formation of a job-related vicious
cycle.

2. Passive income: These are income derived indirectly with or
without any physical input from your side. All types of passive income
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generate cashflow for the earner, whether he visits the venue of production
or not.

Types Of Passive Income
1. Royalty from intellectual properties such as a published book; musical

works such as those on VCD, VHS, DVD etc. Artworks of every type etc.
2. Rents from Real Estate properties.
3. Interest from loans and other forms of IOU (I owe you)
4. Bonuses paid to uplines in a network/multi-level marketing business

Merits/Arguments In Favour Of Passive Income
1. It saves the person the stress of physical effort as it requires little or no

manual resources to ensure cashflow.
2. It tasks the mental faculties to deliver as his running of the business

system requires more creativity than activity.
3. The person who generates cashflow from passive income has a lot of

free time to commit towards doing other things he really loves.
4. The life-expectancy of those who generate cashflow from passive

income on the average is generally high as compared to those receiving
earned income.

5. They are in a better (vantage) position to be able to justly assess the
business system from the perspective of a coach.

Demerits/Arguments against Passive Income
1. The people running the business system might offset the direction of

cashflow positively e.g. tenants in real estate, marketers in intellectual
properties etc.

2. It is usually a complex unit of business system that has to be giving
adequate concentration, for it to be able to generate the required positive
cashflow e.g. landlords uses estate managers and lawyers to secure their
tenant’s loyalty to the landlord-tenant’s agreement or the use of stock-
brokerage firm to handle one’s investment.

3. It could really be trouble-laden, if any part of the business system runs
into murky waters.

4. It usually involves enormous wealth or intelligence to set up; sustain
and retain.

3. Portfolio Income: This type of income is also referred to as
“paper wealth”. It refers to all forms of acquired wealth that are not
physically seen but can be represented in the form of documents that
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validate their existence. The following are forms in which portfolio income
generates cashflow for their owners.

1. Company Share Certificate
2. Government Treasury bills
3. Certificate of occupancy (C of O)
4. Right of Ownership (R of O)
5. Asset “will” of a rich man describing how whatever he owns will be

distributed upon his death.

Merits/Arguments In Favour Of Portfolio Income
1. It can be hidden from the plying eyes of the public unlike active and

passive income that can easily be noticed by everyone.
2. It produces cashflow without any type of your involvement unlike in

passive and earned income.
3. It represents a very liquid type of collateral that can silently be used

for securing loans, advances, overdraft without your next door neighbour
being aware of what you are up to.

4. It can easily be converted into physical cash as long as the legal
requirements binding it are fulfilled.

5. It requires the use of one’s financial intelligent quotient (FIO), thereby
enhancing its profitability.

Demerits/Arguments against Portfolio Income
1. It discourages the participation of illiterates and semi-literate folks.
2. Most times administrative and legal bottlenecks discourages the

acquisition of portfolio income.
3. It requires a lot of one’s mental process to be able to secure a positive

cashflow from a portfolio income.
4. It sometimes leads to the concentration of wealth in the hands of a

privileged few.
5. It is highly dependent on market forces to be able to thrive.
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CHAPTER THREE

How The Application Of Leverage Multiplies Wealth
Leverage is simply defined as the means of getting much done with

minimal input from your side. Put in another form, it is the means of
deriving maximum utility from a product; a service; or a business system
with the application of the barest effort. It is a well-known fact that men get
paid more by inducing others to carryout the functions that one could have
done alone or could not even do. The supervisors, managers, corporate
leaders and a host of others are practically ahead of their peers. Just by
guiding them to accomplish more of those things, they either could not do on
their own or make little input to it by them. Leverage has practical
application in all facets of human endeavour. Mechanically, leverage has
contributed towards the attainment of great goals with very little human
effort. The wheel barrow, crowbar, pulleys etc. employ the principle of
leverage in helping human beings carryout enormous task without an
equivalent effort to match the load being displaced. Similarly, in the art of
acquiring great wealth; attracting positive cashflow, leverage can also be
beneficial; especially where one does not intend to use so much of one’s
energy. This form of leverage can be applied on an individual as well as on a
corporate level. The following are types of leverage that can serve an
organization as well as an individual who intends to create multiple streams
of cashflow.

1. The leverage of the mind
2. The leverage of integrity
3. The leverage of relationship
4. The leverage of capital
5. The leverage of words

The Power Of Networking: The richest people in the world, without
exception simply build networks of business interest, service the built
network, connect them to other networks and watch them blossom into a
positive cashflow venture. Leveraging enables this capitalist to accomplish
these onerous tasks. Most times this vast network of business interests are
run from the comfort of their villas, at most within the borders of their
corporate boardroom. Take a closer look at the multi level marketing
structure that is very rampant in our society today. The various network
marketing companies build the business system, and give you the privilege
of building your own team around that ready made system. An interesting
aspect of this type of business is that it enables you to build a vast network
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(chains) of business interests with very little capital. When you hear them
say, “I have an active down line structure of five hundred people, and a
business size of two million naira monthly”. It implies that the person might
not have more than a monthly input of let say, twenty-thousand naira, but
receives a business compensation (bonuses) equivalent to the size of the
overall business network i.e. five-hundred business units, the person does
less work by simply grooming the first level of team members but receives
fat compensation as a business leader with a business structure of five
hundred independent business units. That is an implication of how success
could be multiplied along a wide sphere of influence without the leader
directly doing all the work. The first level of down liners are equipped with
the necessary tools to bring forth a second level of independent business and
the chain keeps getting longer as long as that network is serviced. These
descriptions serve as the fastest means of multiplying wealth using the
leverage of relation shift, capital, words, mind integrity and host of other
forms of positive leverages. This type of grooming a vast business network
can also be applicable in an already existing business system either you built
the system yourself or it is a franchise cum network marketing company.

The international network (internet) of computers, an aspect of
informational and communication technology (ICT); enables anyone,
anywhere to have access to a wide variety of information on any subject
under the sun. One need not have to visit the largest library before one could
access relevant information. These days, banking is even done online;
foreign exchange (forex) transactions are carried out in a network of buyers
and sellers; mails can be dispatched to an available electronics mailbox (E-
mail) with the speed of light: Purchasing of goods and service are made easy
electronically. Statistics shows that everyday an average of US $1.4 Trillion
dollars fly round the world electronically looking for what to buy and also
available to be disbursed in form of online goods and services. Today, the
most vibrant business in the world are online i.e. they have a web address,
where customers can reach out for their goods and services anywhere on
Earth. Business throve when they are inter-connected one to the other either
electronically or by means of belonging to same organization. Banks are a
classic example of how networking helps large volume of cash to change
hands on daily basis.

The earliest method of leverage that a beginner will commence from
is the leverage of the mind. That is why it is at the top of the list. You must
commit yourself to ensuring that you expand your mind-set in the area of
financial information that will boost your financial intelligence and make
you fit to be able to utilize the tools that leads to financial freedom. In real
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sense, the only asset you really are is your mind. I have seen quite a number
of instances where very promising business concern was messed up by a
person and I have also witnessed instances where a not very promising
business concern, was picked up from the scratch, and taken to an
unimaginable height. The difference is in the mental structures available to
this set of folks. Therefore, begin by ensuring you are part of a financial
literacy programme such as the one our company organizes at its corporate
head office at Nnewi: The Primebursters International Institute of Financial
& Oratorical Studies; the cashflow games of Robert Kiyosaki, and his rich
dad book serves as well as being mentored by a financially literate personnel:
whose words and actions show that he is on a destination of financial
freedom. That is where you must begin from in order to secure the license to
use leverage your greatest financial height.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Cashflow Quadrant

In June 1995, I found myself thrust into the job market the month after
writing my Senior School Certificate Examination (SSCE). But in this case,
I was a stock assistant to my dad; who operated a sole proprietorship
business in automobile spare parts in Lagos main Land. Although, a young
school leaver, whose ambition to test the murky water of the business world,
was stronger than my desire to pursue further studies; I wasn’t acquainted
with the modalities associated with generating income as an employee. Even
though, I was without a pay packet, I devised such cunning cashflow method,
such as over-pricing commodities, under-balancing of sales account and
other such nefarious machinations. Supposedly generating cashflow as an
employee, albeit fraudulently, several people have found themselves actively
involved in the day-to-day running of a business concern, own cashflow
which has helped in the business either moving upwards or sloping
downwards.

What Actually Is The Cashflow Quadrant?
The diagram below is the cashflow quadrant

Which Quadrant Do You Generate Your Income From?
The cashflow quadrant represents the different methods by which

income or money is generated in the example I gave of myself at the
beginning of this chapter. I was in the same Quadrant with my dad as an “S”
– self employed people; earning money by working for ourselves. Had I
been on the business payroll, then I would have been ranked as an “E” –

The letters in each quadrant
represent:

E = For Employee
S = For Self-employed
B = For Business owner
I = For Investors
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Employee like our cashier was. A business owner “B” owns a business that
generates money, and investors earn money from their various investments
in other words, money generating more money.

Different methods of income generation require different frames of
mind, different technical skills, different educational paths, and different
types of people. Different people are attracted to different quadrants.

While money is all the same, the way it is earned can be vastly
different. If you begin to look at the four different labels for each quadrant,
you might want to ask yourself, “Which quadrant do you generate the
majority of your income from?

Each quadrant is different. To generate income from different
quadrants requires different skills and a different personality, even if the
person found in each quadrant is the same. Changing from quadrant to
quadrant is like playing soccer in the morning and then lining up with a
volleyball team in the evening.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Part B:
Finding Financial Freedom By Operating In More Than One Quadrant

Quite a good number of us have the ability to generate income from
all four quadrants. Which quadrant you or I choose to earn our primary
income from is not so much what we learned in school; it is more about who
we are at the core of our values, strength, weaknesses and interests. It is
these core differences that attract us to or repel us from the four quadrants.

Yet, regardless of what we “do” professionally, we can still work in
all four quadrants. For example, a medical doctor could choose to earn
income as an “E”, an employee, and join the staff of a big hospital, or work
for the government in the public-health service, or become a military doctor,
or join the staff of a private company- owned hospital.

This same doctor could also decide to earn income as an “S” a self-
employed person, and start a private practice, setting up an office, hiring
staff and building a private list of clients.

Or the doctor could decide to become a “B” and own a clinic or
laboratory and have other doctors on staff. This doctor probably could hire a
business manager to run the organization. In this case, the doctor would own
the business but not have to work in it. The doctor also could decide to own
a business that has nothing to do with the medical field while still practicing
medicine somewhere else. In this case, the doctor would be earning income
as both an “E” and as a “B”.

As an “I”, the doctor also could generate income from being an
investor in someone else’s business or in vehicles like the stock market,
bond market and real estate.

Having resided in Nnewi for quite sometime now, I have interacted
with a lot and lots of young and old doctors who are presently hoping to earn
their income from all the four quadrants. The most important words are
“generate income .It is not so much what we do, but more on how we
generate income.”

Different Methods Of Income Generation
More than anything, it is the internal differences of our core values,

strengths, weaknesses and interests that affect which quadrant we decide to
generate our income from. Some people love owning companies, but do not
want to run them. Others love owning companies and also love running them.
Certain people love investing, while others only see the risk of losing money.
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Most of us are a little of each of these characters. Being successful in the
four quadrants often means redirecting some internal core values.

You Can Be Rich Or Poor In All Four Quadrants
It also is important to note that you can be rich or poor in all four

quadrants. There are people who earn millions and people who go bankrupt
in each of the quadrants. Being in one quadrant or the other does not
necessarily guarantee financial success.

Choosing The Quadrants
Presently I have chosen to function from the “B” quadrant, while

consistently building up assets on the “I” quadrant. In the same vein, being
staffed on Primebursters International (PBI) enables me to earn money on
the “E” quadrant. The business system at PBI enables one who is willing and
strong to function as a “B” within the system, whether he is a permanent
staff or a marketing consultant. I found out that in order to pile up income
generated from the “B” and “I” side of the quadrant, these are emotional
intelligence to be achieved. Also, leadership development has to be on-going;
in order to be able to acquire people-oriented skills to build up the necessary
human resources to work round on already existing business system which is
an asset on itself.
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CHAPTER SIX

The Differences Between The Masses And The Elites

Having established the fact that our core-values, strengths,
weaknesses, and interest determine how we gravitate towards each of the
quadrants, I want to examine how the small differences between the internal
personalities (core values) of the masses differ from the elites. And how this
small difference assembles each group and determines the gulf of
differences between these two classes of people.

If you look below the surface of this simple diagram, you will find
completely different worlds as well as different ways of looking at the world.
As a person who has looked at the world from both the left side of the
Quadrant and the right side, I can honestly say the world looks much
different depending on which side you are on…and those differences, which
are mainly personal mental perceptions, are what draw the line, partitioning
the elites from the masses.

One quadrant is not better than another…each has strengths, and each
has weaknesses. This book will help guide your perceptive powers, in order
for you to “see” how the differences in thoughts, emotional strengths and
weaknesses, inner dialogue and mannerism have succeeded in partitioning
about one hundred and fifty million (N50,000,000) Nigerians into just two
divides – the crying masses and the affluent elites.

Many of the skills essential to be successful on the right side of the
Quadrant are not presently taught in our schools, which might explain why
people like Cosmos Maduka of the Coscharis fame, and Aliko Dangote of
Benue Cement Company (BCC), and Chief Samuel Adedeyim of Doyim
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Group of Co’s left school early. Who they were at their core, enabled them
to undergo the rigours and persevere through it to float high successful
business organizations recognized world-wide.

Perhaps, there are many people who are finding it hard to make ends
meet and may paint these “B’s” in a negative light. Such people are usually
of the opinion that the “rich should be penalized for amassing so much
wealth; that is why they are trapped in this mess called the masses of the “rat
race”. It is a well known fact that many successful people such as those
listed overhead struggled their way through the same mess, and led to endure
same economic strings that others face. But one major difference is that they
did not allow those strings to stop them.

What Are The Differences?
How do I tell if people are “E, S, B or I” without knowing much about

them? One of the ways is by listening to their words.
There was a time we went shopping for a Company Secretary – the

first applicant that showed up for the job interview after examining the state
of our rental office apartment (which was just recently occupied and sparsely
furnished), expressed her fear by the following words: “How long have this
company being in existence? How am I certain it is not going to fold-up in
the nearest future? How am I sure my salary will be paid as at when due?”
Apparently, I tried to calm down her nerves by providing salient points to
butcher her fears to no avail. Little wonder, she had to return to her present
post as boutique attendant even while we promised to pay her nearly twice
as much as she was presently earning. Her dearest need for security, which is
an expression of her fear of not having money made this promising damsel
to forfeit an unusual privilege of being both a company staff and in some
veil upgrading herself through our customized human development curse
program which has presently metamorphosed into our school of Oratory and
Financial Studies.

“S” Quadrant Words
A person who comes from the “S” or self-employed quadrant might

say: “my rate is N200.00k, per twelve feet” or “my normal commission rate
is 10 percent of the total price” or “I can’t seem to find people who want to
work and do the job right.” Or “I’ve got more than 6 hours into this project.”

“B” Quadrant Words
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A person operating out of the “B”, or business-owner quadrant might
say: “I’m looking for a new manager to run my company.”

“I” Quadrant Words
Someone operating out of the “I”, or investor quadrant might say: “Is

my cashflow based on an internal rate of return or net rate of return?”

Words Are Expressions Of Who We Are At Our Core
The masses will generally lament: “The economy of Nigeria is going

bad everyday.” Whereas the elite reacting to the same situation will ask:
“how can my company continually profit in these bad economic times.”
They are reacting to similar situation differently.

An understanding of the pattern of thinking, emotional vulnerability,
internal dialogue, and their corresponding actions might help one to see how
these mind conditioners have “helped” the fixation of these mutually
exclusive personality traits characterised in what we refer to as the masses
and the elites.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Making Your Economic Status A Top Priority

1. The “E” (employee): When I hear the word “secure” or
“benefits,” I get a sense of who they might be at the core. The word “secure”
is a word often used in response to the emotion of fear. If a person feels fear,
then the need for security is often a commonly used phrase for someone who
comes predominantly from the “E” quadrant. When it comes to money and
jobs, there are many people who simply hate the feeling of fear that comes
with economic uncertainty…hence the desire for security.

The word “benefit” means people would also like some kind of
additional reward that is spelled out – a defined and assured extra
compensation such as a health-care or retirement plan. The key is that they
want to feel secure and see it in writing, and would say, “I’ll give you this –
and you promise to give me that in return.”

They want their fear satisfied with some degree of certainty, so they
seek security and strong agreement when it comes to employment. They are
accurate when they say, “I’m not that interested in money.” For them, the
idea of security is often more important than money.

Employees can be presidents of companies or janitors of companies. It
is not so much what they do, but the contractual agreement they have with
the person or organization that hires them.

2. The “S” (Self-employed): These are people who want to “Be their
own boss,” or they like to: “Do their own thing.”

I call this group the “make-it-happen yourselfers”. Often, when it
comes to the subject of money, a hard core “S” does not like to have his or
her income dependent on other people. In other words, if “S’s” work hard,
they expect to get paid for their work. Those who are “S’s” do not like
having the amount of money they earn dictated by someone else or by a
group of people who might not work as hard as they do. If they work hard,
pay them well. They also understand that if they do not work hard, then they
don’t deserve to be paid much. When it comes to money, they have fiercely
independent souls.

The Emotion Of Fear: so while the “E”, or employee often will
respond to the fear of not having money by seeking “security,” the “S” often
will respond differently. The people in this quadrant respond to fear not by
seeking security but by taking control of the situation and doing it on their
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own. That is why I call the “S” group the “make-it-happen yourselfers”
group. When it comes to fear and financial risk, they want to “take the bull
by the horns.”

In this group you find well-educated “professionals” who spend years
in school, such as doctors, lawyers and dentists. Also in the “S” group are
people who took educational paths other than, or in addition to traditional
school. In this group are direct commission salespeople, real estate agents,
for instance as well as small business owners such as retail shopkeepers,
cleaners, restaurateurs, consultants, therapist, travel agents, car mechanics,
plumbers, carpenters, preachers, electricians, hair stylists, and artists. This
group’s favourite song would be either “Nobody Does it Better, “or “I did it
my way”. Self employed people are often hard-core “perfectionists.” They
often want to do something exceptionally well. In their mind, they do not
think anyone else does it better than they can do it, so they really do not trust
anyone else to do it the way they like it…the way they think is the “right
way.” In many respects, they are true artists with their own style and
methods of doing things.

And that is why we hire them. If you hire a gynaecologist, you want
that gynaecologist to have had years of training and experience, but most
importantly; you want this ‘gyno’ to be a perfectionist. The same goes for a
dentist, hairstylist, marketing consultant, plumber, electrician, the private
teacher, lawyer or a corporate trainer. You, as the client hiring this person
want someone who is the best.

For this group, money is not the most important thing about their
work. Their independence, the freedom to do things their way and to be
respected as experts in their fields is much more important than mere money.
When hiring them, it is best to tell them what you want done and then leave
them alone to do it. They do not need or want supervision. If you meddle too
much, they’ll simply walk off the job and tell you to hire someone else. The
money really does not come first; their independence does. This group often
was a hard time hiring other people to do what they do simply because in
their mind, nobody is up to the task, which causes this group to often say: “It
is hard to find good help these days.”

Also if this group trains someone to do what they do, that newly
trained person often ends up leaving to “do their own thing”, and “be their
own boss”, and “do things their way,” and “to have a chance to express their
individuality”. Many “S” types are hesitant to hire and train other people
because once trained they often end up as their competitor, which in turn,
keeps them working harder and doing things on their own.
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The End Justifies The Means
The major reason I have undertaken to consider only the “E”, and “I”,

people is because of their personal idiosyncrasies that keep them working
hard for money, keeping so little, and having a minute portion of that money
working for them, which very little or nothing is transmitted along lineage.
Choose today to make a U-turn towards financial freedom by becoming a
different person from those examined above.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

PART C

Activate Your Natural Intelligence

“Anyone who reaches the age of mental reasoning to be able to
understand the purpose of money wishes for it: wishing will not attract
riches! But desiring riches with a state of mind akin to definiteness of
purpose, persistence and a strong desire will magnet riches”. So says Dr.
Napoleon Hill in “Think and grow rich”.

My CEO has a book he is currently writing titled: “Breaking your
financial virginity.” According to him, many people in the world of money
(Either as “E”, “S”, “B” or “I”) are still financial virgins. They are wholly or
partly ignorant about the subject of money. In other words, the faculty of
their minds are yet to be trained on that aspect of intelligence known as
Financial Intelligence Quotient (FIQ)

Everyone who has reached the age of understanding the purpose
(importance) of money ought to be drilled on this aspect of mind
development. It is an aspect of mental development that has been left out of
our formal and technical educational system. By formal education, I mean
the process of acquiring both specialised and general knowledge that usually
begins from Nursery/Primary School. Technical Education implies the
system that trains young people to learn a trade; a craft such as the
apprenticeship system in welding, mechanics, electricians, painters, brick-
layers etc.

People are prepared to begin their learning years on how to earn
money, without showing them how to handle money, and the requisite
human and technical skill to keep money makes it work for you, and
preparation to keep it for generations.

Inasmuch as a biological virgin has no experiential knowledge about
sexual activities, the financial virgins might be an “E”, “S”, “B”, or “I” but
is mentally blindfolded to the concept guiding the “money game”. Every
struggling person has recognized the importance of money. He works very
hard because he has realised that there is more to the subject of money than
what ordinarily meets the eye. He may even have realised that men do not
become rich by merely working hard but has not realised how actually he
can achieve this.

The stirring up of a person’s innate financial IQ is the first step
towards the necessary steps needed to be taken in our journey towards
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financial empowerment. It is the means of awakening the “money
consciousness” laying fallow within the individual; it represents an
awakening of the sleeping grant within a person financially. It is really an
eye-opening event to a newly disvirgined (financially) fellow. At this point,
he begins to “see” how his ignorance on the topic of money had been
responsible for most (if not all) of his financial woes.

There are a lot of people today who work like Elephant but eat like
grasshoppers because of their financial illiteracy. Why? The “game of
money” is not played with the two physical eyes. Only trained minds on the
subject of finances and business success become outstanding in this game.

My own natural financial intelligence I believed was awoken in the
last quarter of 2005 when I suddenly realised the need to learn more about
the subject of money and finances holistically. How did I go about this?
After my first encounter with the book: “Rich Dad Poor Dad,” by Robert
Kiyosaki and co-authored by Sharon L. Lechter, CPA. I decided to give my
rich cousin a phone call during our chat for the very first time in my life. I
asked him sincerely that I would want him to coach me on how he has been
able to amass and keep so great wealth that had stirred up the envy of so
many close relations, friends and foes.

Hitherto, I had been among his very compassionate critics; who
delight in eluding his great wealth to some mystical ward cum occultist
affiliations (All, manifestation of this deeply seated, subconsciously directed
“fear of poverty”). At first, he was stunned at my request, wondering at such
sudden switch, he was careful in giving any sound reply. Later, when we
met at “home”, I still pressed him further with my demand. It was at this
point that I knew that getting deflowered either biologically or financially is
a dastard, painful and harrowing experience. He practically took his time to
lampion and subjects my request to public scrutiny. Of course, I was jeered,
bored and pillowed by close-relatives, siblings, friends and foes. They
thought it ridiculous for me to make such nasty request. One woman
specifically asked: “How much are you making at present that you think you
can apply to reach out for millionaire’s lifestyles?” “How do you not regard
your level, before ever making such a ridiculous request?”

Despite the fact that I didn’t get my request granted instantly, I was
able to “see” from this young man’s strides, the similitude between the
things I had studied in “Rich dad poor dad.” At that point, my mental
blindness had been ripped-off, and my mind was beginning to get fertilised
with “sound financial messages” that gives the rich and power the “mind-
set” for great wealth and resourcefulness.
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You see, I had known this my cousin for several years and acquainted
myself with those grant business and financial studies. But it was not until I
decided to break up my “fallow virgin ground,” that my mental productivity
regarding financial literacy began.

That is not all to being financially literate, but it was the starting point.
At that point, I suddenly became aware of how ignorant I had been on the
subject of money. Then, I was rationalising the reason why I had not been
“aroused” mentally in the past about seeking deliberate information about
the modus Operandi of the “money game.” Biologically, a freshly
deflowered maiden displays all the characteristics I had at that point; she
suddenly becomes aware of “all” that she has been missing all this while;
and her sexual arousement becomes exhilarating and rewarding. Afterwards,
her interest in such an act is deepened and she gets easily aroused by
exciting information about sex. Are you still a financial virgin? For the
newly deflowered maiden, such an initial experience might not necessary be
the final. In fact, it marks the herald of a new and an exciting chapter of her
life. She yearns for a rehearsal of such an experience all the time. This is
similar to someone who has just been deflowered financially. Suddenly, he
takes deeper interest in the subject of money, he finds time in learning the
number system and words of the capitalist; he gets interested in examining
the financial statement of the year ending of companies where he is a
shareholder; unlike other times when he gets bored by financial statements.
On newspaper publications of the financial statements and performances for
the year ending of companies he takes time to study them. What is
happening at that time is that his financial literacy program has just begun.

The above descriptions are the basic steps in the process of grooming
your natural financial intelligence. It does not stop there! But the basis has to
be learned and later graduated into a finite state of mind that addresses the
person’s mental programs thus creating a new man via imbibing in him a
new mental program.
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CHAPTER NINE

Leverage Your Mind

The mind is that aspect of a man that regulates his thoughts and
actions. It is creative in nature, in that man can create nothing which he does
not first conceive in the form of an impulse of thought. Following this
statement comes another greater importance, namely, man’s thought
impulses begin immediately to translate themselves into their physical
equivalent, whether those thoughts are voluntary or involuntary. Thought
impulses which are picked up by mere chance (thoughts which have been
released by other minds) may determine one’s financial, business,
professional or social destiny just as surely as do the thought impulses which
one creates by intent and design.

We are here laying the foundation for the presentation of a fact of
great importance to the person who does not understand why some people
appear to be “lucky” while others of equal or greater ability, training,
experience, and brain capacity seem destined to ride with misfortune. This
fact may be explained by the statement that every human being has the
ability to completely control his mind and with this control obviously every
person who may open his mind to the tramp (thrash) thought impulses which
are being released by other brains, or close the doors tightly and admit only
thought impulses of his own choice.

Nature has endowed man with absolute control over but one thing,
and that is thought. This fact, coupled with the additional fact that
everything which man creates begins in the form of a thought leads us very
near to how we can leverage (upgrade) our mental capacity.

Understanding The Power Of Leverage
Power is essential for success in the accumulation of money. Plans are

inert and useless, without sufficient power to translate them into action.
Power may be defined as “organised and intelligently directed

knowledge.” Power as the term is here used, refers to organised effort,
sufficient to enable an individual to transmute desire into its monetary
equivalent. Organised effort is produced through the co-ordination of effort
of two or more people who work toward a definite end in a spirit of harmony.

Power is necessary for the accumulation of money! Power is
necessary for the retention of money after it has been accumulated!

Let us examine how power might be acquired. If power is “organised
knowledge,” let us examine the sources of knowledge.
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1. Divine Wisdom: - This talks about the source of every form of
intelligence. Man is able to tap from His source of knowledge through the
use of his subconscious mind, and the creative imagination. All such
“revelations,” “dreams,” and “visions” in the realm of religion; new
inventions in science, come through this source of knowledge. It is through
this source of knowledge that one individual may “tune in,” or communicate
with the subconscious minds of other men.

2. Accumulated Experience:- The accumulated experience of man,
(or that portion of it which has been organised and recorded) may be found
in any well-equipped public library. An important part of this accumulated
experience is taught in public schools and colleges, where it has been
classified and organised.

3. Experiment and Research:- In the field of science, arts,
commerce and industry and in practically every other walk of life, men are
gathering, classifying and organising new facts daily. This is the source to
which one must turn when knowledge is not available through “accumulated
experience.” Here, too, the creative imagination must often be used.

Gaining Power Through The “Master Mind” (culled from “Think and
grow rich)

The “Master Mind” may be defined as: “coordination of knowledge
and effort, in a spirit of harmony, between two or more people, for the
attainment of a definite purpose”.

No individual may have great power without availing himself of the
“Master Mind.” There are two characteristics of the “Master Mind” principle,
one of which is economic in nature, and the other psychic. The economic
feature is obvious. Economic advantages may be created by any person who
surrounds himself with the active, counsel, and personal cooperation of a
group of men who are willing to lend him wholehearted aid, in a spirit of
perfect harmony. This form of cooperative alliance has been the basis of
nearly every great fortune. Your understanding of this great truth may
definitely determine your financial status.

The psychic phase of the master mind principle is much more difficult
to understand. You might catch a glimpse thus: “No two minds ever come
together without, thereby, creating a third, invisible, intangible force which
may be likened to a third mind.

The human mind is a form of energy, a part spiritual in nature. When
the minds of two people are coordinated in a spirit of harmony, the spiritual
units of energy of each mind form an affinity, which constitutes the
“psychic” phase of the master mind.
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Our company’s master mind group consisted of staff strength of about
nine men and women, with whom we liaise in union with the CEO for the
definite purpose of running the affairs of our human resources development
programme, especially in the area of financial education and public speaking.
Our success so far is entirely dependant on the power accumulated through
this “Master Mind”.

Analyse the record of any man who has accumulated a great fortune,
and many of those who have amassed moderate fortunes, and you will find
that they have either consciously or unconsciously employed the “Master
Mind” principle.

Great power can be accumulated through no other principle!

How To Multiply Your Brain Power
In my book, principles of professional public speaking – the

“pentagon of Eloquence,” I made mention of the power of the brain as a
source of energy, that can be proliferated through possession of a
compassionate heart. Moreso, it has to be injected through your ability to
display a great deal of passion for your target audience.

Man’s brain may be compared to an electric battery. It is a well
known fact that a group of electric batteries will provide more energy than a
single battery. It is also a well known fact than an individual battery will
provide energy in proportion to the number and capacity of the cells it
contains.

The brain functions in a similar fashion. This accounts for the fact that
some brains are more efficient than others, and leads to this outstanding
statement – a group of brains coordinated (connected) in a spirit of harmony
will provide more thought-energy than a single brain just as a group of
electric batteries will provide more energy than a single battery.

Through this metaphor it becomes immediately obvious that the
master mind principle holds the secret of the tremendous power wielded by
men who surround themselves with other men of brains.

These follow another statement which will lead still nearer to an
understanding of the psychic phase of the master mind principle. When a
group of individual brains are co-ordinated and function in harmony, the
increased energy created through that alliance becomes available to every
individual member of that group.

While I was growing up, there is one particular businessman whose
strides in the business world do marvel me wherever I consider them. He is
Mr. Cletus Odoh Ibeto (Omekannaya) I watched this astute Entrepreneur go
from trading commodities to manufacturing, then later to Banking (The
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Ibeto Community bank, now Ibeto Micro-finance bank based in Nnewi).
Afterwards, he started kings Hotel; lately he is into the well-known Ibeto
petrochemical plant, producers of the express oil engine oil. Finally and
currently, he is a cement Mogul, with his well-renowned Ibeto Cement.

It is not these strides that marvel me, but I usually get started by the
thought of one individual possessing the know-how, of running very
mutually-exclusively business concerns. Not only when I began to
understand this principle of master-mind that I fully realized, that the
technical know-how and the human potentials necessary to float and run
those companies were not necessarily deposited in Mr. Cletus Ibeto. Only
then did I begin to take solace in the enigmatic power that is available to
anyone who wills to avail himself of the economic and psychic benefits of
the master mind principle.

Lately, I read an interview granted by Chief Samuel Adedoyin of the
Doyin Group of companies. From what he said in response to the reporter’s
question: “on how he manages to galvanize his business empire
successfully”. He has this to say: “I rely completely on the co-operation of
my technicians, pharmacist, legal team, surveyors, etc. All group of
specialist help our business to thrive which is their corporate input into every
segment of our enterprise.” Although these might not be exactly the tenses
he used. But in essence, they connote the power that leveraged Mr.
Adedoyin’s mind: who was “privileged” to drop out of school at primary
five to start up petty trading business in Idumota, Lagos. Truly, no single
individual brain is sufficient in the accumulation of riches.

The Power Of Positive Emotions As A Mind Lever
Money is shy and elusive. It must be wooed and won by methods not

unlike those used by a determined cover in pursuit of the girl of his choice.
And, coincidental as it is, the power used in the “wooing” of money is not
greatly different from that used in wooing a maiden. That power, when
successfully used in the pursuit of money must be mixed with faith. It must
be mixed with a burning desire. It must be mixed with perseverance. It must
be applied through a plan and that plan must be set into action.

When money comes in quantities known as “the big money,” it flows
to the one who accumulates is as easily as water flows down the hill. There
exists a great unseen stream of power which may be compared to a river;
except that one side flows in one direction, carrying all who gets into that
side of the stream, onward and upward to wealth – and the other side flows
in the opposite direction carrying all who are unfortunate enough to get into
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it (and not able to extricate themselves from it), downward to misery and
poverty.

This carries a thought of stupendous importance to the person who is
yet to appreciate the raison d’etre behind the outrageous wealth of these
figures mentioned above.

If you are in the side of the stream of power which leads to poverty,
this may serve as an Oar, by which you many propel yourself over into the
other side of the stream. It can serve you only through application and use.
Merely reading and passing judgment on it, either one word or another will
in no way benefit you.

Poverty and riches often change places. When riches take the place of
poverty, the change is usually brought about through well-conceived and
carefully executed plans. Poverty needs no plan. It needs no one to aid it,
because it is bold and ruthless. Riches are shy and timid. They have to be
“attracted.”

I find it hard to give appropriate answers whenever I am approached
to give the best form of mental leverages. To this class of people, I usually
advice to find time to enrol in our institute of financial studies at our
different study centres scattered nation-wide. Most times, this people walk
away disappointed, ostensibly because they seek short-time solutions to a
long-term problem. People in this category are apt to apply in for a network
marketing concern, which is quite growing popularity among Nigerians;
rather than find time to locate via digging deep, the answers to these life-
threatening problems. To this set of people, who are programmed in the
fashion of gamblers, I wish them fantastic luck and nothing more.
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CHAPTER TEN

Part D:

Age Philosophies
Historically, the world has passed through three essential phases, viz:

The Agrarian Age, the Industrial Age, and presently the Information Age.
For the purpose of our study we shall have to focus only on the industrial
and the information age intrinsically.

In some quarters, the industrial age was heralded in 1492, upon this
adventure of Columbus in search of Asia, but was rounded off in 1989, upon
the collapse of the “Berlin wall”, which gave birth to a new era known as the
Information Age.

Because of this paradigm shift in the course of human history, certain
norms and values cultivated and celebrated in the Industrial age have been
considered obsolete in the information Age.

In the Industrial age, human effort and craftiness dominated the scene,
and was a prerequisite for services. Animals and man competed with each
other in order to carryout services and deliver goods most times to distant
lands. Most of the rich people of this era were crude, frugal and shrewd.
Their business principles were preamble on how much goods and services,
their labourers (human and animal) could deliver. Not much was
accomplished without the use of simple and complex machines. The
prosperity and principles that generated fortunes for the Entrepreneurs of
this age soon generated resentment and scorn from the operators of their
business. This gave rise to the labour unions, trade unions and
amalgamations of the large bodies of disgruntled staffs. They formed such
organisations in order to canvas for better condition of service through
increased ways, announcements and commissions; to shorter period of
working hours and favourable job atmosphere to mention but a few.

These thrived because the means of production namely: land, labour,
capital, and entrepreneurs were operated via a “Master-slave” accord. Hence,
the owners of the sugar plantations, cotton mills, saw-mill factories, cocoa
farms, small and large scale manufacturing industries etc. prospered at the
expenses cum detriment of the other factors of production, that is land,
labour, and capital.

The government of the day also profited enormously because it was in
that era that taxes were levied against the rich, no thanks to the strong force
of the coalesced labour and trade unions.
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The herald of the Information Age introduced drastic modification to
some of the malaises evident in the Industrial Age. Due to the maltreatment
meted out to workers by their rich Employers; the need for people to become
highly skilled through a formal education system was born. Thus, via this
means, employees could enter the job market with some degree of leverage
that will make them better placed to enjoy some of the privileges reserved
for the top brass of their organisation. Thus, the birth of our present
educational system – formal and technical became pronounced as an escape
route to the social malaise of the industrial Age.

Maltreated workers have to encourage their wards to enrol in school,
so as to get good grades, and qualify to work in the corporations of that era;
occupying privileged positions as some of their supervisors manage the need
for highly specialised professions, such as medical, nursing, engineering,
merchandise, metal and wood craft etc. became highly demanded. The
opportunities presented at that instant favoured those with the above listed
skills. For instance, the medical personnel took course of the over-laboured
staffs, and earn fat buck in the process; the engineers ensured that the
engines were kept on track; while the craftsmen ensured that tools and
working implements were kept in top shape.

The Information age came and as its name connote, information
became a priceless commodity. The world made way for whoever could tell
it what it does not know but needs in the drive for relevant productivity and
success with the greatest ease. The international network (internet) brought
about the mass-production of this information at the speed of light to
anybody, anywhere, anyhow, who could connect a computer system to its
vast network.

The trend of the information age overturned most of those strengths
that gave credence to the industrial age. “Downsizing” and “right-sizing,”
became the order of the day in the labour force. Causing fault lines along the
labour structure; which saw the need to form new, romantic relationship
with government. Coupled with this, the agitations that led to the
empowerment of labour unions in the industrial age diminished drastically,
because most of the means of production found their way back to the same
force those who co-ordinates and partly enthrones the government of the day.

In Nigeria, the incessant Cletus between the various labour unions,
such as Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU), Nigerian Labour
Congress (NLC), Resident Doctors Association of Nigeria (RDAN),
Petroleum and Natural gas Senior Staff Association of Nigeria
(PENGASSON) etc are traceable to an undue attachment to most of the
philosophies that brought them into existence in the Industrial Age. These
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values might be useful in the Industrial Age, but are made obsolete by the
Information Age which came with its new rules and principles: Most of
which contradicts and violates those principles that sustains and energies
labour unions.

Today, job security is a tusk, and a mirage that only exist as a figment
of Employee’s vain Imagination. Most of the business and financial
transactions are either computerised or automated. Hard work will mean
more than being physically and mentally exertive, but being smart and
innovative.

The demand of this age has made taxes and levies not only a legal
panel code against the rich, but adversely affecting the work-force who
piloted their establishment in the previous age. The cornucopia presence of
satellite monitors, cyber space, telecom wireless signals etc has introduced a
business system that beclouds mere mental productivity, rather, the
acquisition of the technical and human know-how of the modus operandi of
the present Information age and its financial system will help to position one
for an economic and financial leverage to great wealth.

Already, the richest men in the world are not those who own large
plantation farms, massive Industrial villages, strings of merchandise trading
outlets etc. but are those whose wealth can be said to be located on “Cyber
space”. The Bill Gates, Warren Buffet, Mr. Shins, Steve Forbes, Michael
Dell etc. are people whose wealth are either automated on the floors of
world capital market or computerised in form of investment portfolios that
are electronically manoeuvred.

Despite the changes that this amazing age presents, a huge number of
folks are still redundant and adamant to it. These folks seem to be looking
smart by “feeling” for our change in value system, neglect and reckless
abandon of our hard-core traditional institutions. Yet, times have changed!
These folks wished the world could first re-wind and bring back those
glories of yester-years. They are the parents who still advise their ward, “to
go to school, get good grades, come out with a first class or a 2-1, so they
can find a high-paying job in a blue-chip company with excellent benefits.”
They form the league of academics who are advocates of our traditional
educational system with its out-dated curriculum; they do not see the need
for an upgrade cum re-invention of a curriculum that meets the need of the
hour.

Inasmuch as this information age that we are in present different
challenges from what we had in the Industrial age, many highly-educated
and highly-conservative people are adamant to this current “wind of
change.” No wonder, the incessant disagreement and loggerheads going on
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between those who insist that things must remain sacrosanct and status
quorial; and the other group who are resilient to the wind of change. No one
who is highly-learned wants to be staked naked of his old beliefs and
dogmas even though they might realize their irrelevance. Yet, they are still
to changes!
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Minding Your Own Business

Minding your own business entails taking responsibility for your
financial future. It implies all the practical steps you must take to ensure that
you arrive at a favourable financial “adorado.” Early in life, most people are
programmed to mind other people’s businesses and make other people rich.
It begins innocently with enough crafty words of advice such as these:

1. “Go to school and get good grades, so you can find a safe, secure
job with good pay and excellent benefits.”

2. “Buy now, and pay later”or“pay instalmentally, we are confident
of your credit worthiness.” or, “come in and save money.”

3. “I am sending you to my uncle in Lagos so that you can stay with
him and learn his line of trade and get settled after eleven years”.

Those of us who sheepishly follow such advices often become:
1. Debtors- making their creditors and banks rich.
2. Apprentice- who labour assiduously to ensure that their masters

are made rich.
3. Employees- making their bosses and owners rich.
4. Consumers- making many other businesses rich.

Instead of consciously tracing out their own financial fast track, they
help everyone else find theirs. Instead of minding other people’s business,
you have to commit yourself to minding your business today.

Income Statement Balance sheet
Income
1. You mind your boss’s
business

Assets
3. This is
your business

Liabilities
3. You mind every
other person’s
business.

Expenses
2. You mind the telecom’s
companies’ business via use of
recharge card. You mind your
banker’s or creditors business
via interest and mortgage
payment.
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When you begin to mind your own business; then your thoughts will
be having a consciousness that will enable you build up your financial base
fast. Not minding your own business will make you work harder only to get
into bigger debts. With more success you encounter, the greater debt-bracket
you get into.

Many people think that making more money will solve their financial
problems but making more money will not solve your financial problems; if
cashflow management is the problem. The famous rapper late Christy-her
Wallace (A.K.A. B.I.G.) had an album with the following lyrics: “The more
money will come about, the more problem we see…” This seems to be the
plight of many honest and hard-working folks. Inasmuch as their income has
increased in proportion to their hard work. They have ended up creating a
life-time of liabilities which culminates into an over-whelming margin of
expenses column. In the process, little or nothing is accumulated in terms of
income-generating assets.

The balance sheet and statement of account of folks who mind other
people’s business and care little or nothing about their own business should
look like this:-

Balance Sheet
Assets Liabilities
Diminished/low-
profile asset
base.

Enlarged/high-profile
liability column.

Income statement
Job Income
“The more money we
come across……….
Expenses
“The more financial
problems we see.”

There are several ways we had succeeded in minding other people’s
business: Notable among them is the craze for the acquisition of mobile
phones and subscriber identification module (SIM) card; at the eve of the
GSM era in Nigeria.

Despite the exorbitant rate at which this telecommunication gadgets
were being sold then (around 2002-2003), many middle classed, high-
income “E’s” and “S’s” were falling heed over heels to acquire this personal
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liabilities that created another “Orater” in their pockets. The GSM craze
might have dwindled but the spending and consumer culture of the poor and
middle class hasn’t changed at all.

Unknowingly, the middle class acquire liabilities thinking that they
are in essence acquiring assets. According to Robert Kiyosaki’s rich dad,
“An asset is anything that throws up a cashflow to you, “while a liability is
anything that takes away money from your pocket.” The average Nigerian is
debt-ridden because of the after effect of the negative cashflow occasioned
by undue acquisition of money-sapping liabilities. Rich dad said that to be
rich, “You must acquire assets first, and allow your assets to buy your
liabilities.”

Minding your business entails that you must defend your “Income
goal-post,” from undue invasion by “expenses-generating liabilities.”
“However, this must be as a result of the pattern of cashflow management
system running in your head. If your thoughts are patterned like a rich man,
you will be on guard to defend your “asset goal-post,” from dare-devil
attackers and from the “liability column.” We are not saying that liabilities
aren’t good but to have your life servicing debts created as a result of poor
financial intelligence is really undesirable.

In practising to mind your own business, you should consider your
interest first, in whatever financial transactions you make. Ask yourself the
short and long term effect of your actions today. Find out if you are taking
up debt too large for you. In the words of Robert Kiyosaki’s rich dad: If you
take up small debts pay for it, but if you take up large debts make sure
somebody else is paying for it.”

It is a proof of your financial intelligence to give preference towards
the build-up of your asset column over the liability column so that positive
cashflow can be generated with minimal expenses that will in turn be
ploughed back to strengthen the asset column.
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